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Entertainment & Promotional Features

WHAT SMART
WATER HEATERS
CAN DO FOR YOU
THIS WINTER

Digital water heater WH
7055 with remote control

Mechanical water
heater WH 7056

Mechanical
water heater

<<

Magnesium
<<
anode to
8 bar
protect the
pressure
tank and
suitable for
heating
high-rise
element
building
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GLEN WATER HEATERS HAVE GLASS-LINED TANK.
THESE PREVENT RUSTING AND MAKES THE PRODUCT
WITHSTAND HARD WATER. IT ENSURES HIGH
DURABILITY AND COMES WITH SEVEN YEARS
WARRANTY.

Eight bar pressure:
Perfect for those who live
in apartments, Glen water
heaters come with an
eight bar pressure rating
that is suitable for high
rises.
n Hassle-free operation:
The digital water heater
comes with a handy remote
control to set the temperature,
while the mechanical ones
come with jog wheel control
knob to set the temperature.
n CFC free PUF insulation:
If you are looking for an
energy efficient water heater,
then Glen is your answer. The
Glen water heaters come with
PUF insulation that ensures
retention of internal heat,
resulting in better efficiency
and reduced electricity bill.
n Five star BEE rating: Glen
offers high-quality products
and is certified as five star
BEE rating as per 2019. No
need to worry about power
consumption.
n Design: Available in square
and vertical shapes with the
capacity of 6, 10, 15 and 25
litres, Glen geysers are sure to
attract attention and provide
hassle-free operation for years
to come.
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Incoloy heating
element: Glass
lined enamel coated
for longer life
<<

egha, was planning to
replace her old
geyser with a new
and smart one. She
decided to take her friend
Chitra’s opinion on it, as she
had installed a new geyser, a
few months back.
“Anytime you invest in a
new water heater for your
home, reliability becomes a
top priority. You want to
make sure that your family is
comfortable throughout the
winter and the best way to do
that is start the day with a
warm bath,” said Chitra.
“For me, geysers are not
for luxury. They are a
necessity for the bathrooms in
my house and even for my
kitchen,” added Chitra.
She further explained that
choosing the right water
heater and the size is quite a
task. Capacity, design and
durability — there are many
factors that need to be kept in
mind while buying a geyser!
“So which one did you
buy?” asked Megha, to which
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The best way to
kick-start your day
is by taking a
warm soothing
bath. Here’s how
you can do it
comfortably, this
season

Chitra said,“After considering
all the factors, I went for Glen
waters heaters. They are
designed to add grace to your
bathroom. Made of highquality materials, these
heaters let you enjoy a
relaxing bath with desired
water temperature. They
come with smart features like
remote control, digital display
of the set temperature, high
quality thermostats to control
the temperature accurately,
high pressure withstanding
capacity and a 5 star rating.”
Here are some of the
specific features that make
Glen water heaters your
choice this winter:
n Glass-lined tank: These
days, hard water is a common
problem that easily rusts
bathroom fixtures and fittings.
Glen water heaters have glass-

Glass-lined tank: Rust free
performance for years, even
with hard water
lined tank. These prevent
rusting and makes the product
withstand hard water. It
ensures high durability and
comes with a seven-year
warranty.
n Incoloy heating element:
The element used is of high
quality and is also glass lined,
which takes care of the hard
water. It also helps in faster
heating and longer life and
comes with a three-year
warranty.
n Magnesium anode: Glen
water heaters are provided
with heavy duty magnesium
anode rod with a steel core
that protects the inner tank
from corrosive elements and
enhances the life of product.
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Embrace the season’s chic bags with sass
Stylists suggests
ways to style these
cool accessories

REVEAL YOUR INNER
POWER MOVER
The Dior tote spells power.
Co-ordinate a chic work
separate like a neutral
blazer or an executive
shirt and let your bag be
the centre of attention.

ttention all bag junkies,
this season one’s clearly
spoilt for choice when it
comes to nifty tote options —
which take you from a work
meeting to drinks at the bar in
a jiffy. Be it Chanel’s classic
quilted bag or Capucines from
Louis Vuitton or the H&M
tote — each piece reflects a
distinctive mood and radiates
a vibe. We got stylists Anisha
Jain and Maneka Harsinghani
to recommend cool styling tips
to amp up these beauties.
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UNLEASH YOUR
BOLD STREAK
Rock the season’s allpervading animal print
trend with this H&M tote.
The look will give you the
much-needed punch for
your coffee date or your
day out with your girl pals.

manish.mishra1@hindustantimes.com

A CLASSIC VIBE
Styling options for this
perky Chanel beauty
(below) are limitless, but
go for a monotone
ensemble for maximum
visual impact. Wearing it
with contrasting
separates, especially with
a pop of pink, would keep
you on top of your trend
game.

EMIT YOUR INNER
SOIGNEE
This Louis Vuitton protean
piece is suited to someone
with a rather sophisticated

taste. It complements both
formal and semi-formal
looks as splendidly as it suits
the everyday ensemble. Pair
it with either a pantsuit or a
midi-length day dress.

There are no limits to styling
this Gucci Rajah tote (right). It
can be incorporated into any
work ensemble under the sun
as well as morphed as a
weekend travel accessory.

RADIATE A
CASUAL VIBE
The Bally bag is a great choice
for an everyday casual look.
The neutral colour works well
in the day and can be styled
for a date night too! A
succour extension for a busy
day at work.
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*Conditions apply

Manish Mishra

‘IT’ TRAVEL ESSENTIAL

BOOK A TEST DRIVE BEFORE
30TH NOVEMBER & WIN PRIZES *
Brands: Hyundai Creta, Hyundai I10, Maruti Swift,
Maruti Baleno, Volkswagen Polo and many more..

PRADEEP MOTORS AND AUTO PARTS

CALL

9718730521, 9718730532

